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Dicota D30847 backpack (D30847)
Backpack PRO 15-17.3, Nylon
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 87.41 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 18.36 €

Product details:
Product code: D30847
EAN: 7640158660553
Manufacturer: Dicota

105.77 €
* VAT included
Travel '1st class' with BACKPACK PRO. The backpack reliably accompanies you everywhere and meets the highest
standards of quality, functionality and protection: fitall system holds notebooks of various sizes, anti slip technology
ensures your notebook does not slide and the light and particularly shock-absorbent EVA frame protection offers topquality protection for your device.
The fitall system separating wall in the notebook compartment lies protectively across your notebook and fits
automatically to sizes from 15-17.3&#8220;. The perforated and thus light EVA foam material in the sealable notebook
compartment perfectly protects the edges of your device with a remarkable saving in weight.The anti-slip tech coating
ensures perfect grip for your notebook in the compartment and the adjustable padded shoulder strap. Excellent
protection for your iPad® or tablet thanks to the EVA-shaped compartment with extra-soft nylex inner lining. Generous
storage space for printer, projector and documents in the expandable compartment and in the zip compartment. The
front pocket with key fob and insert pockets allows you to organise your personal equipment and provides space for
additional mobile accessories. Highest wearing comfort thanks to ergonomic back padding, adjustable shoulder straps,
comfortable handle shape and trolley fastening strap. Hidden zip compartment for IDs. Bag bottom made from
waterproof material- DICOTA's attention to detail makes this bag one of your most reliable business partners!
- Lockable and cushioned notebook compartment (Memory Foam and EVA frame protection)
- Notebook compartment with fitall system and anti slip tech
- EVA molded slip pocket (nylex material) for iPad® and other tablets up to 10"
- Front pocket with key holder, workstation (holders for pens, mobile phone and business cards) and further space for
mobile accessories
- Additional zip-pocket
- Front pocket for power supply unit and cable
- Expandable compartment for documents and mobile equipment
- Comfortable carry handle
- Hidden zip-pocket for passport, wallet, etc
- Comfortable shoulder straps, adjustable in length
- Ergonomic back cushioning
- Waterproof material at the bottom
- Trolley belt
Main specifications:

Features
Material:
Colour of product:
Minimum screen size compatibility:
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Shoulder strap:
Handle(s):
Waterproof:

Weight & dimensions

Nylon
Black
15 "
17.3 "
Y
Y
Y

320 mm
Width:
200 mm
Depth:
440 mm
Height:
1400 g
Weight:
Notebook compartment dimensions (WxDxH): 420 x 295 x 40 mm

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

